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Breaking Free
The  SS2019  ‘Breaking  Free ’  collection  sees  

enamel,  metal  and  stone  impeccably  placed  

within  polished  metal  casings  to  create  an  

eclectic  mix  of  patterned  and  smooth  cuffl inks.

 

Bold  and  beautiful ,  the  cuffl inks  feature  

varying  levels  of  depth  and  structure  to  offer  

an  impressive  demonstration  of  minimalist ic  

design,  with  savvy  creative  f lair ,  for  a  

sophisticated  statement  on  the  cuff .



Smooth and silky, the bold central colour of these 

simple, yet stunning, cufflinks creates a modern 

alternative to the traditional knot.

 

Available in navy, black and white. 

Silky smooth



Hit the target

Keeping to the popular round cufflink shape, 

these Chequerboard Target cufflinks combine 

texture and shine with a hint of colour, for a 

contemporary addition to the cuff. 

 

Available in white, sky blue and navy.



The popular mix of natural stone and polished 

metal is exemplified in these luxurious and refined 

cufflinks. Dressed up or dressed down, they will 

effortlessly uplift tailored shirt cuffs.

 

Available in mother of pearl and rhodium plate, 

sodalite and gun metal, and onyx and rose gold.

A true modern classic



Break open the bubbly and the enjoy the richness 

of these magnificent cufflinks. Inspired by the neck 

label of champagne bottles they are sure to add 

some pazzazz to any outfit. 

 

Available in black, burgundy and navy. 

Time to celebrate





Into the countryside

There is nothing quite like the countryside to 

stir your emotions. This collection of three 

quintessentially British countryside animals 

brings a sense of the outdoors to your style.

 

Available as fox, pheasant and stag. 





Bright and beautiful

A modern twist on the traditional paisley pattern, 

these beautiful cufflinks are coloured in two tone 

enamel to create a charming and subtly flamboyant 

accessory. 

 

Available in grey, blue and purple. 

 





When it comes to telling someone how much you 

love them let the cufflinks do the talking in the form of 

an elegant word cloud. 

 

The black enamel writing against the brushed metal 

background adds the finishing touch to the groom's 

outfit.

With love and affection 
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